The Hierarchy of Evidence
The Hierarchy of evidence is based on summaries from the National Health and Medical Research Council (2009), the Oxford
Centre for Evidence-based Medicine Levels of Evidence (2011) and Melynyk and Fineout-Overholt (2011).
Ι

Evidence obtained from a systematic review of all relevant randomised control trials.

ΙΙ

Evidence obtained from at least one well designed randomised control trial.

ΙΙΙ

Evidence obtained from well-designed controlled trials without randomisation.

IV

Evidence obtained from well designed cohort studies, case control studies, interrupted time series with a control group, historically
controlled studies, interrupted time series without a control group or with case- series

V

Evidence obtained from systematic reviews of descriptive and qualitative studies

VI

Evidence obtained from single descriptive and qualitative studies

VII

Expert opinion from clinicians, authorities and/or reports of expert committees or based on physiology
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Evidence
level
(I-VII)
VII

Key findings, outcomes or recommendations

IV

Ascending infections can be avoided by early drain tube removal

VI

Case study demonstrating the effectiveness of post drain removal xray to identify
drain fragment, this then resulted in successful removal of fragment

V

A peer reviewed literature review of drains in surgical situations. Definition and
uses of drains

VII

Importance of mobilizing with a drain, process on how to mobilize patient with a
drain

VII

Overview of drain management, including movement, removal and complications

General overview of nursing management and removal of drain tubes as
established in published literature
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VII

Case report detailing complications of a Redivac insertion

VII

Literature including drain insertion, drainage monitoring, complications and
removal of chest drain

VII

Overview of chest drain management, care and removal of drain

VII

Based on research evidence and written by medical professionals including
indications, management and removal of surgical drains

